
 
The family run Müller winery is located in the southern part of the Kremstal wine region in the 

picturesque village of Krustetten. The estate was first mentioned in the archive of the nearby 

Göttweig Abbey as early as 1270 a.d. as a Lesehof which translated means “wine press house”. 

Since 1936 the estate is owned and managed by the Müller family. 

Viticulture has a long tradition on the Göttweiger Berg, which is valued and practiced by the 

Müller family in the 3rd & 4th generation already. Grandfather Leopold started the viticulture 

in 1936 with 0.7 ha of vineyards, in the meantime the area of cultivated vineyards has been 

extended to 120 ha by the Müllers. Stefan is the vineyard manager; he takes care of the 

vineyards with much love and passion and Leopold takes over the responsibilities from grape 

processing to sales. 

Our philosophy is to work in harmony with nature, in a sustainable and respectful manner. The 

diverse soil and micro-climatic conditions on the hills surrounding the Göttweig Abbey, in the 

southern Kremstal wine region, require us to care for every vineyard individually and to fully 

understand each site in relation to soil, exposure and grape variety. Our knowledge that has 

accumulated over several generations allows us to produce superior grape quality with distinct 

and exciting character.  

At the Müller Estate we are fully committed to sustainability in all our processes. Our new press 

house and wine cellar is built into the hillside, which helps to keep the internal temperature 

constant and allows us to use gravity instead of electrical pumps to move the grapes, must or 

wine wherever possible. We also use our own spring water and biomass heating. This perfect 

setup allows us to focus on the diligent vinification process. Our relentlessness has been 

rewarded with numerous national and international awards and encouraging feedback of our 

customers. 

It is our responsibility to preserve our landscape for future generations and try to manage our 

winery in a way that conserves resources. Through our determination we have been able to 

meet the strict criteria of the “sustainable Austria” certification. The program is based on three 

pillars: Ecology, Economy and Social Aspects 


